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"no regressions" 
aka "we don't break user-space"
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"no regressions" 
aka "we don't break user-space"
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even important fixes are reverted,
if it turns out they cause regressions
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looks like quite a few reported 
regressions are never addressed :-/
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some, because
the report was bad
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some, because
it was a bug and not a regression
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some, because
nobody located the the change causing it
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some, because
developers didn't handle things appropriately
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I'll show you how to
get your regression fixed

as non-developer



  

intro;

I'll show you how to
handle regressions appropriately

as developer



  

[ 1. what exactly is a regression ]



  

definition;

regression == a kernel
update breaks something
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It’s a regression if something
running fine with one Linux kernel
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definition;

It’s a regression if something
running fine with one Linux kernel

works worse or not at all with a newer version
that's compiled using a similar configuration
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say your distro updated from v6.1.y to v6.2.y 
and your beloved software from 20 years ago 

stops working
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say your distro updated from v6.1.y to v6.2.y 
and your beloved software from 
20 years ago then stops working
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yes, that's a regression,
as long as it's not caused by an 

optional new feature
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yes, that's a regression,
as long as it's not caused by an 

optional new feature
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allows progress



  

definition;

allows introducing new features
like security hardening techniques,

even if they break ancient apps 
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you have to explicitly
enable such features

t runtime or buildtime
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you have to explicitly
enable such features

at runtime or build-time
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luckily, new features
known to cause regression are few



  

definition;

a deliberate config change by your distro 
might have broken your beloved app

from 20 years ago
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recheck with a self build kernel



  

definition;

recheck with self build kernels



  

[ 2. someone must locate which 
change causes the problem ]



  

trailing;

say you pay someone
to upgrade your laptop and

then something unrelated is broken



  

trailing;

say you pay someone
to upgrade your laptop and

then something unrelated is broken



  

trailing;

the person or company you payed
has to fix things



  

trailing;

the developer who caused
a regression needs to fix it

(or its superior)



  

trailing;

the developer who caused
a regression needs to fix it

(or its superior)
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just report your regression – 
maybe somebody knows

whats causing it
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just report your regression – 
maybe somebody knows

whats causing it
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because the root cause is already known
or because someone can point in the

direction of a likely culprit
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because the root cause is already known
or because someone can point in the

direction of a likely culprit
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this often works :-D
– and then somebody else

has to locate the culprit
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and often it does not :-/
– and then somebody else

has to locate the culprit



  

trailing;

and often it does not :-/
– somebody else then

has to locate the culprit



  

trailing;

in the end you get
what you payed for:

nothing



  

trailing;

in the end you get
what you payed for:

nothing



  

trailing;

that's why it's your job
as reporter to find the culprit

– which often is needed anyway
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that's why it's your job
as reporter to find the culprit

– which often is needed anyway
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culprit can often be found
by compiling ~15 kernels
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6.1.13
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6.1.146.1.13
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bad
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badgood
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author or committer
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possible to resolve things quickly:

fix or revert



  

trailing;

once culprit is known, it's often 
possible to resolve things quickly:

fix or revert



  

trailing;

perform a bisection!
hands you the lever to get nearly 

every regression fixed
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perform a bisection!
hands you the lever to get

most regressions quickly fixed



  

[ 3. report the problem
appropriately  ]



  

reporting;

improperly reported regressions 
might not be fixed
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Documentation/admin-guide/
reporting-issues.rst is your guide



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html
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https://www.linuxfoundation.org/webinars/make-linux-developers-fix-your-kernel-bug
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1. ensure your kernel is vanilla
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ensure both working and broken
kernels are vanilla
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as "working" or "broken" might be
due to distro modifications
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2. base your report on a fresh kernel



  

reporting;

3. ensure your kernel's 
and system's integrity



  

reporting;

4. submit your report
to the right place



  

reporting;

5. depict the problem adequately
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To: iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com 
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org, regressions@lists.linux.dev
Subject: [Regression] iwlwifi: wifi broken as of Linux 6.0-rc1 ("probe of 0000:00:14.3 failed with error -110")

Hi! Since updating from 5.19.5 to latest mainline (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted) my Laptop (Lenovo T14s AMD Gen2 
with Fedora 36) my systems doesn't show any WiFi devices anymore. I noticed these error msgs in dmesg:

[    2.065312] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: enabling device (0000 -> 0002)
[    2.199881] iwlwifi: probe of 0000:00:14.3 failed with error -110

Does anyone have an idea what might be wrong here? Or is somebody maybe even working on a fix already? If 
not I'd be willing to perform a bisection to get down to the root of the problem.

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt 
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]

Ciao, Thorsten
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Ciao, Thorsten
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reporting;

Documentation/admin-guide/
reporting-issues.rst covers 

everything crucial for regressions
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Documentation/admin-guide/
reporting-regressions.rst

holds additional details



  https://docs.kernel.org/admin-guide/reporting-regressions.html
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1. start your report’s subject with 
"[REGRESSION]"



  

reporting;

2. CC or forward it to the
regression mailing list

<regressions@lists.linux.dev>



  

reporting;

[optional] 

3. include a paragraph like this:
 #regzbot introduced v5.13..v5.14-rc1



  https://docs.kernel.org/admin-guide/reporting-regressions.html
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Is it a regression, if
a newer kernel works slower or 

consumes more energy?
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Is it a regression, if
an external kernel module breaks 

when updating Linux?
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Is it a regression, if
some test scripts find
a API or ABI change? 
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Does the "no regression" rule apply 
if I seem to be the

only person affected?
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Does the "no regression" rule apply 
for code in the staging tree

as well?
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What happens if fixing a regression 
is impossible without causing 

another?



  

reporting;

Is it a regression, if
some feature I relied on was 

removed months ago?



  

reporting;

reporting-issues.rst is informative 
for developers, too; but there is a 

dedicated doc for them, too
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reporting-issues.rst is informative 
for developers, too; but there is a 

dedicated doc for them as well



  

reporting;

Documentation/process/handling-
regressions.rst



  https://docs.kernel.org/process/handling-regressions.html
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1. CC regressions list



  

reporting;

[optional]

2. tell regzbot



  

reporting;

3. when fixing, point to
the report using a Link: tag

e.g. like this:
Reported-by: Some Human <shuman@example.com> 
Link: https://lore.kernel.org/r/123-msgid-456@example.com/



  

reporting;

3. when fixing, point to
the report using a Link: tag

e.g. like this:
Reported-by: Some Human <shuman@example.com> 
Link: https://lore.kernel.org/r/123-msgid-456@example.com/
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4. fix regressions quickly



  

reporting;

fixes for most bisected regressions 
should be mainlined within 2 weeks
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many regressions should be 
mainlined within one week
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quite a few should be mainlined
within two or three days



  

reporting;

yes, those are ambitious targets,
but there are reasons for them
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yes, those are ambitious targets,
but there are reasons for them



  

reporting;

see Documentation/process/
handling-regressions.rst
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that document also contains many 
other insightful things



  

reporting;

quotes from Linus
on handling regression

– lots of them
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quotes from Linus
on handling regression

– lots of them
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also describes how to deal
with changes where a

regression risk is known



  

reporting;

or if regzbot should be involved for 
each and every regression



  

reporting;

and how to interact with regzbot



  

[ 4. regression tracking ]



  

tracking;

helps Linus et. al
doing a better job



  



  

tracking;

ensures the "no regression"
rule is no hollow promise



  



  

tracking;

classic bug trackers don't fit well
into the Linux kernel's mail based

development workflow



  

tracking;

regzbot in the ideal case just 
requires *one* additional task



  

tracking;

when reporting a regression,
add this para to the mailed report:

#regzbot introduced v6.2..v6.3-rc1 
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when reporting a regression,
add this para to the mailed report:

#regzbot introduced 1f2e3d4c5b6b



  

tracking;

regzbot then watches out for replies



  

tracking;

regzbot then looks out for patches 
posted to fix tracked regressions



  

tracking;

regzbot considers regression 
resolved once fix lands



  

tracking;

connection made through
Link: tags pointing to the report



  

tracking;

connection made through
Link: tags pointing to the report

[that's why they are important!]
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to specify a fix manually, reply to 
report with a paragraph like this:

#regzbot fix 1f2e3d4c5b6a
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to make regzbot track someone 
else's report, reply with a para like:

#regzbot ^introduced v6.2..v6.3-rc1



  https://gitlab.com/knurd42/regzbot/-/blob/main/docs/getting_started.md



  https://gitlab.com/knurd42/regzbot/-/blob/main/docs/reference.md
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thx for sponsoring realizing regzbot:

The regzbot project started with funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research 
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 871528.
https://linux-regtracking.leemhuis.info/about/
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thx for sponsoring my current efforts:
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I keep an eye on things with regzbot
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I keep an eye on things with regzbot 
– far from perfect, 

but a lot better than nothing!
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is regression tracking worth it?



  

tracking;

● Linus seems to like it
● many others said it great that I do it
● helped getting quite few fixes in on the last 

minute
● regular brings unfixed regressions back to 

developers attention
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● many others said it's great that I do it
● helped getting quite few fixes in on the last 

minute
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● Linus seems to like it
● many others said it's great that I do it
● helped getting quite few fixes in on the last 

minute
● regularly brings unfixed regressions back to 

developers attention
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I'd say regression tracking is 
definitely worth it
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I'd say regression tracking is 
definitely worth it

[but I'm obviously biased]
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I'd say regression tracking is 
definitely worth it

[and there is always something to improve]



  

[ finally() ]



  

finally()

regressions shall be fixed
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my regression tracking tries to 
ensure that really happens
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hence let the regressions list
know about regressions!

[and ideally regzbot, too]
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hence let the regressions list
know about regressions!

[and ideally regzbot, too]



  

finally()

contact me if you need
help or advice with anything

wrt to regressions
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developers,
take regression report seriously



  

finally()

handling-regressions.rst
is your guide



  

finally()

if you break something,
you need to fix it



  

finally()

users,
this gives you a pretty long lever
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users,
this gives you a pretty long lever

[but better ensure you use it properly]
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reporting-regressions.rst
is your guide
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bisected the regression
with vanilla kernels

using a similar configuration
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bisected the regression
with vanilla kernels

using a similar configuration
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bisected the regression
with vanilla kernels

using a similar configuration
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in initial report,
is totally fine to just offer bisecting!



  

finally()

remember: there is
no "us versus them" here



  

finally()

no "users" vs. "developers"



  

finally()

we are in this together!



  

Thorsten Leemhuis

mail: linux@leemhuis.info
GPG Key: 0x72B6E6EF4C583D2D

#fediverse: @kernellogger@fosstodon.org (en), 
@knurd42@social.linux.pizza  (en)

#EOF
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